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Comments: I have read the draft Forest Service Directive on Climbing on National Forest Lands and would like to

comment on it. Please respond regarding the comments, including those noted in red below.

 

My overall comment is that fixed anchors are an installation and are prohibited in wilderness by section 4C of the

Wilderness Act.  Therefore, they should only be permitted in emergencies, for the safety of rescuers or when a

route that is climbed with removable protection cannot be escaped without a fixed anchor.

 

I also submit my comments about the substance of the amendment:

 

There are several aspects of the directive that I support, including:

1.The inclusion of the phrase "As funding and resources allow" in discussing the process of inventory and

developing climbing management plans in units of the National Forest System.

2.The emphasis on education and promotion of Leave No Trace principles and resource protection throughout

the document.

3.2355.21 Climbing Management Plan

12. "Restrict or prohibit the placement or replacement of fixed anchors and fixed equipment in wilderness unless

specifically authorized based on a case-specific determination that they are the minimum necessary for

administration of the area for Wilderness Act purposes."  

This statement is clear that the purpose is to administer the area as Wilderness, not to allow members or groups

of the public to place or replace fixed anchors.

 

4.2355.3 - Climbing Management

a.4. Conduct law enforcement patrols at climbing opportunities as necessary to protect visitors and NFS

resources.

 

Improvements I would like to see: (additions are in red letters)

 

1. Definitions of several terms would be better placed earlier in the document so that the public has an

understanding of the scope of the document.  At the least, perhaps in section 2355 - Climbing Opportunities

could be the definition of climbing that appears in Section 2355.05. This would be helpful because the FS

directive encompasses all forms of climbing, whereas the NPS directive focuses solely on fixed anchors in

Wilderness.

2.2355.03 Policy

13. Promote stewardship opportunities and collaboration between the Forest Service and climbing organizations.

What exactly does this mean?  It may put the Forest Service legally liable for actions approved to expand or

enhance a form of recreation that is not permitted by the Wilderness Act. If this is retained, Add wilderness

stewardship and advocacy organizations to this statement to provide balance to the collaboration.  

 

 

The first section of the Directive should be improved by including policy statements regarding fixed anchors in

Wilderness, specifically the following:

1.Fixed anchors are a type of installation and therefore are a prohibited use pursuant to Section 4C of the

Wilderness Act and may only be authorized if they are determined to be "necessary to meet minimum

requirements for the administration of the area for the purpose of the Wilderness Act through a minimum

requirements analysis (MRA).

2.it is important to recognize and consider the cumulative effect of the impacts to Wilderness Character.  And that



all the qualities of Wilderness Character are separately important to preserve.  No one quality should be

sacrificed for another.  

3.Fixed anchors or fixed equipment should be rare and clean climbing should be the norm in wilderness.

4.The establishment of bolt-intensive face climbs is considered incompatible with wilderness preservation and

management.

5.Forests must consider all climbing opportunities that exist outside of wilderness in their evaluation of the

necessity to use fixed anchors in wilderness.

6.The use of motorized equipment to install bolts is also a prohibited use pursuant to Section 4C of the

Wilderness Act.  

 

3.2355.04a - Washington Office, Director of Recreation, Heritage, and Volunteer Resources

Working with local and national climbing organizations and manufacturers of recreational equipment and

wilderness stewardship and advocacy organizations to achieve climbing program objectives.  See also:

a.2355.04c Regional Foresters

3 Developing and maintaining effective working relationships with climbing organizations, wilderness stewardship

and advocacy organizations and Tribal governments.

4.2355.21 Climbing Management Plan

"Climbing management plans must be prepared in accordance with applicable law and directives and the

applicable land management plan and with public input, including from user groups such as local climbing

organizations."  Add "and wilderness stewardship and advocacy organizations as well as Tribal Governments"

5.2355.04b - Washington Office - Director of Wilderness and Wild and Scenic Rivers

2. Preserving wilderness character and wild and scenic river values is essential as our population continues to

grow and the demand for outdoor recreation increases.  Although monitoring of the impacts on wilderness

character and wild and scenic river values is important, it is more important to prevent impacts to these treasured

places.   Forest Service staff who are responsible for upholding the standards on the ground should be held

accountable for preventing impacts to wilderness character and wild and scenic river values.

6.2355.21 - Climbing Management Plan

10 - strategy for managing human waste, trash and graffiti.  Please make it clear that climbers are responsible for

the maintenance of any facilities that support climbing at the area.  See also:

2355. 35 - Sanitation

The climbing management plan should make clear that climbers are responsible for the installation and

maintenance of appropriate sanitation facilities.  If free bags are required, the climbers are responsible for the

removal and disposal of the used bags.

7.2355.33 - Minimizing Impacts from Climbing Activities

2. Merely "Taking into consideration" the input on management of climbing opportunities received during Tribal

consultation is not enough.  This section should be stronger, and in the following ways:

a.Include in 2355.05 Policy 3 - Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites 

b.Change the wording of Section 2355.33 - Minimizing Impacts from Climbing Activities - 2 to read "Include the

input on management of climbing opportunities received during Tribal consultation. Avoid adverse affects on  the

physical integrity of Indian Sacred Sites and the access to those sites for ceremonial uses." 

 

I do not support the following statements in the directive:

 

2355.3 Policy

6. b. should be a stronger statement. The statement would be improved in this way:  The placement of fixed

anchors does impair the future enjoyment of wilderness and more importantly, it does violate the Wilderness Act.

Also, the establishment of bolt-intensive climbing opportunities is incompatible with the preservation of wilderness

character.  Climbing with permanent installations is not a primitive form of recreation.  It is a development, which

is destructive to wilderness character.  And bolt-intensive climbing opportunities are available outside of

wilderness.  They should not be allowed in wilderness.

 



2355.03  Policy

9.  It should not be policy to "increase visitor climbing opportunities" in wilderness that would increase the

development of bolted ascents of rock.  This is incompatible with wilderness character because it increases

development in a wilderness area.  WILDERNESS CHARACTER INCLUDES UNDEVELOPED CHARACTER. It

is against the Wilderness Act for the Forest Service to enhance or expand opportunities for recreation over the

protection of Wilderness Character.  The Wilderness, solely by its existence, inherently provides opportunities for

solitude or a primitive recreation.  

 

  See also:

2355.04d Forest Supervisors

10  … administer recreation special use permits to increase visitor climbing opportunities add "outside

wilderness" to the sentence.

2355.04e - District Rangers

3". . . . issuing and administering recreation special use permits to increase visitor climbing opportunities…"  add

"outside of wilderness" to the sentence.

2355.38 - Recreation Special Uses

If it is important to "increase visitor climbing opportunities", add "outside of wilderness" to the sentence.  Do not

increase visitor climbing opportunities by allowing the placement of fixed anchors to new areas inside wilderness.

 

I also do not support the section of 2355.21 - Climbing Management Plan that allows managers to "evaluate the

use of Forest Service resources versus leveraging funding or other forms of assistance through cooperative

agreements with climbing organizations."  While climbing organizations would have both an abundance of

knowledge about potential areas for development of climbing opportunities, their understanding of the Wilderness

Act and other relevant laws could lead to unrealistic expectations and increased development inside wilderness

in the climbing management plan.  Minimum Requirement Analyses for climbing with fixed anchors in wilderness

must be completed by trained Forest Service staff, not by climbing organizations. And it is important to require in

the Directive compliance with NEPA for climbing management plans, without the use of Categorical Exclusions.

 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Forest Service Directive on Climbing on National Forest Lands.  It

is my hope that these comments will result in improvements to the Directive.

 

Sincerely,

Anne Dal Vera

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


